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Question 1 

Is this a new contract? (I believe all the sites were contracted individually in the past??) 

What day would the contract start?  

Answer 

Yes. This will be a new contract.  

The new contract will become effective 30 days after the Commissioners approval. Estimated start 

date would be October 1, 2021. 

Question 2 

I am noticing some accounts and or services are missing: 

821-98343   LACKA CNTY TROLLY MUSEUM (missing Recycling) 

2 Yard 1 Time A Month Recycling  

821-35461 LACKA CNTY VISITORS CENTER (not on sheet) 

6 Yard 2 Times A Week Trash 

6 Yard 1 Time A Week Recycling 

821-98342 LACKA CNTY COURTHOUSE (missing Recycling) 

(2) 96 Gallon Toters 2 Times A Week Recycling 

Will you be bidding these still? 

Answer 

The County has sold the visitor center, so service is required. The County will be picking up the 

recycling in house, so those containers are no longer required. 

Question 3 

Just following up on a question on Friday 7/23/21 about the possibility of submission of a bid 
without the toter service at the Courthouse and the Brixx Building.  Please let me know if this is an 
option and if so, I will proceed with our bid for the County.  If this is not an option, I will not be 
able to submit a bid as we do not offer the rear load type trucks required to service these two 
accounts. 

        Answer 

The RFP requires that proposers must offer pricing on all locations. 
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Question 4 

The Visitors Center is not on the bid, but I see that they are invoiced from Waste Management, 

should this site be included in the bid? 

Answer 

 This visitors center has been sold and no longer is part of the collection process. 

Question 5 

The small trash can toters that you use at the Courthouse and the Brixx Building are these cans 

staged throughout the building and then brought down for emptying by the hauler or could these 

cans be emptied into say a 3 yd dumpster on wheels and then taken back to where they need to be. 

This way we could then roll the can out and be emptied by us and reduce the rate for the county. 

Could this be an option? 

Answer 

This is not an option 

 

Question 6  

The parks such as Merli, Aylesworth, McDade and Covington are they seasonally serviced or do they 

require service all year? 

 

Answer 

All but Covington are year-round. Covington is used from March to October. 

 

 

 


